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“Varonis DatAdvantage allows us for the first time to manage the 

changing and cleaning-up of all permissions within our company 

from a single, central administrative platform, while also enabling 

us to analyse data access and usage extensively. DatAdvantage 

has met our core requirements and now acts as a basis from which 

we will be able to expand the system into other locations and 

domains within Fresenius”

—Lothar Gützkow  
  Senior Manager, Customer Service Support & Projects, Fresenius Netcare
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THE CUSTOMER
Fresenius Netcare

LOCATION

Bad Homburg, Germany

INDUSTRY

Information technology

Fresenius Netcare is a wholly owned subsidiary of Fresenius SE 

& Co. KGaA, specialising in information technology services. More 

than 400 Fresenius Netcare employees, at 40 locations worldwide, 

optimise business processes for national and international 

customers. It offers a full spectrum of services from consulting and 

administration to the operation of infrastructure.

As the IT provider of the Fresenius Group, Fresenius Netcare has attained 
extensive process and project management experience within the health care 
and pharmaceutical sectors. The company is ISO 9001 certified and is also an 
SAP Hosting Partner and a certified SAP Customer Competence Centre.
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THE CHALLENGE
A central file server at the Fresenius Netcare headquarters in Bad Homburg, 
Germany, serves all the business units, divisions and subsidiaries within the 
organisation. For a company the size of Fresenius, this means a huge volume 
of unstructured and semi-structured data – such as documents, images, 
spreadsheets, presentations and media. The average growth rate of unstructured 
data is about 50%, which makes it practically impossible to manually gain a clear 
and accurate overview of the company data and corresponding permissions.

“The ever-increasing volume of data means that reliable auditing has become 
pivotal for us,” said Lothar Gützkow, Senior Manager Customer Service Support  
& Projects at Fresenius Netcare. “We had tried to gain the upper hand over  
the company’s data with our previous system but were unable to find a  
satisfactory solution.”

EVALUATION PARAMETERS
All user and project specific data within Fresenius Netcare is centrally stored on 
a NetApp Filer and managed by a central domain admin team who, previously, 
were only able to get a limited overview of the extensive company data and 
access rights. The IT team were able to read events, but could not provide 
auditable evaluation and information. Netapp emulates native Windows auditing, 
however the event IDs it generated for data access activity were not congruent 
with the Windows IDs. For the company to provide visible and reliable auditing, it 
needed a system that would be able to accurately monitor activity on the NetApp 
Filer. “Our key requirements for the optimisation of our data and permissions 
management were transparency and visibility”, said Gützkow. “These are crucial 

– not only for overarching reports on storage usage, critical data and permissions, 
but also for individual requests or lost data.”
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THE SOLUTION
During the search for a solution, Varonis DatAdvantage for Windows quickly 
stood out from other providers during the market evaluation. The Data 
Governance Suite was the only product capable of clearly interpreting the 
NetApp Filer activity, which it gathers from Fpolicy rather than using the Windows 
auditing emulation. In addition, Varonis offered a broad spectrum of evaluation 
functions with minimal effort, allowing an unprecedented level of visibility.

After a smooth installation, Fresenius Netcare has been using the system since 
2010. The company now finally has the ability to check, update and clean up 
permissions, as well as migrate file systems.

ONE FOR ALL

For Fresenius Netcare, the precise evaluation and logging of data activity were 
crucial. With DatAdvantage, the IT team is, for the first time, in a position to gain 
a clear overview of where sensitive and critical data is located, who has access 
to it, who actually has accessed it and who should be able to access it. The 
quick identification of permissions means that relevant permissions can easily be 
granted, while unnecessary permissions are removed. Documents in folders that 
lie idle and could not previously be allocated can now also be clearly assigned.

TRANSPARENCY AND VISIBILITY

The system also makes it possible to identify anomalies in access behaviour and 
locate lost or moved files. A further benefit for Fresenius is the ability to see how 
much storage space gets used on the system. Folders and storage areas with the 
greatest data growth are also identified.

“Varonis DatAdvantage allows us for the first time to manage the changing 
and cleaning-up of all permissions within our company from a single, central 
administrative platform, while also enabling us to analyse data access and usage 
extensively,” said Gützkow. “This opens up a new level of transparency and 
visibility that ensures our continuously growing data volume will be able to keep 
pace with the future growth of our organisation. DatAdvantage has met our core 
requirements and now acts as a basis from which we will be able to expand the 
system into other locations and domains within Fresenius.”
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WORLDWIDE HEADQUARTERS

1250 Broadway, 31st Floor, New York, NY 10001  T 877-292-8767  E sales@varonis.com  W www.varonis.com

UNITED KINGDOM AND IRELAND

Varonis UK Ltd., Warnford Court, 29 Throgmorton Street, London, UK EC2N 2AT  T +44 0207 947 4160  E sales-uk@varonis.com  W www.varonis.com

WESTERN EUROPE

Varonis France SAS, 13-15 rue Jean Jaures (1er Etage) 92800 Puteaux  T +33 184 88 56 00  E sales-france@varonis.com  W sites.varonis.com/fr

GERMANY, AUSTRIA AND SWITZERLAND

Varonis Deutschland GmbH, Welserstrasse 88, 90489 Nürnberg  T +49(0) 911 8937 1111  E sales-germany@varonis.com  W sites.varonis.com/de

ABOUT VARONIS
Varonis is the leading provider of software solutions for unstructured, human-
generated enterprise data. Varonis provides an innovative software platform that 
allows enterprises to map, analyze, manage and migrate their unstructured data. 
Varonis specializes in human-generated data, a type of unstructured data that 
includes an enterprise’s spreadsheets, word processing documents, presentations, 
audio files, video files, emails, text messages and any other data created by 
employees. This data often contains an enterprise’s financial information, product 
plans, strategic initiatives, intellectual property and numerous other forms of vital 
information. IT and business personnel deploy Varonis software for a variety of use 
cases, including data governance, data security, archiving, file synchronization, 
enhanced mobile data accessibility and information collaboration.

Free 30-day assessment:

WITHIN HOURS OF INSTALLATION

You can instantly conduct a permissions audit: File and folder access permissions 
and how those map to specific users and groups. You can even generate reports.

WITHIN A DAY OF INSTALLATION

Varonis DatAdvantage will begin to show you which users are accessing the data, 
and how.

WITHIN 3 WEEKS OF INSTALLATION

Varonis DatAdvantage will actually make highly reliable recommendations about 
how to limit access to files and folders to just those users who need it for their jobs.
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